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What’sNEXT: Prop J
By:Cathy Kyle, President

Mayor Adler’s announcement
last
month
abandoning
CodeNEXT
,the
widely
unpopular turgid rewrite of the
City’s Land Development Code,
was something of a shocker. The
Mayor argued that the process
had become too divisive (true)
and that the proposal did not have
adequate support on the Council
to pass (arguable). In the months
running up to the Council’s vote
on the rewrite, it had become
clear that the Mayor would have
to vote in favor of CodeNEXT
for it to pass – he would not be
able to abstain from this vote.
And, he slowly realized from
his downtown condo that the
political fallout of such a vote
might severely hamper his bid for
re-election.
Perhaps
coincidence,

it’s
but

only
a
Adler’s

announcement came on the heels
of District Judge Naranjo’s order
requiring the City to include on
the November ballot an ordinance
allowing citizens to vote on any
amendment to the development
code. The proposition landed on
the ballot after a successful petition
drive, garnering over 31,000
signatures. The petition supported
“a proposed ordinance requiring
that there shall be BOTH a waiting
period and voter approval by
election before CodeNEXT (or any
subsequent comprehensive revisions
of the City’s land development laws)
is legally effective.”
The City’s legal department
disputed the legality of the petition,
and in May, the Council voted 6-4
against including the petition on the
ballot. Kudos to those who supported
the petition drive and voted against
the resolution, including District
10 representative Alison Alter and
District 9 rep Kathie Tovo. At the
same time, the Council passed a

What’s NEXT: Prop J,continued from page 1

second resolution agreeing to include the measure if the
Court ordered the City to do so. On July 16, 2018, Judge
Naranjo ordered exactly that, and less than two weeks
later, the Mayor issued his about-face.
In a couple of weeks, we’ll be faced with a ballot
with eleven propositions. Mayor Adler has urged support
of all except the last two – the two propositions submitted
by the good people of the City of Austin, rather than by
the Council: Prop J, which approves an ordinance that
would require a waiting period and a vote on any rewrite
of the Land Development Code; and Prop K, which calls
for an independent audit of the City’s finances. Adler has
called both a “joke.” Mayor’s interview.
With the Council in full retreat on the adoption
of CodeNEXT, we’d hope that we could relax and enjoy
fall football. But, we still need to be sure that Prop J
is passed, especially considering the Mayor’s derision.
While CodeNEXT may be dead, efforts to revise the
Land Development Code are not. And the current code
should be revised. Last rewritten in 1984, it has become
bloated and unwieldy, not to mention a nightmare for
those attempting to remodel, redevelop, or undertake
something entirely new – in short, anyone who wants
to make any alteration, however slight, to the existing
fabric.
Opticos, the Bay Area consultant firm that brought
us CodeNEXT, pocketed $8 million while producing a
failed product. The Council is walking away from that
pay-out, and Adler has tasked the new City Manager,
Spencer Cronk, to create a “new process” for revising our
community’s land code. That process should include all
members of the community, and should produce a new
code that protects neighborhoods rather than creating a
money-printing machine for real estate developers. Yes,
we support providing affordable housing in West Austin
– but increased density does not reduce land values.
Nothing proposed by CodeNEXT addressed Austin’s
skyrocketing property values – property values that
undermine efforts to increase affordable housing stock in
central Austin. Until City staff and the community come
together to solve the riddle of increasing affordability
in the City’s urban core, it will remain an unachievable
goal. Instead, market-driven escalating prices will force
long-time residents out of established neighborhoods.

well-advised. Prop J at least gives those impacted the
most, those of us who live and work here, a waiting
period to fully vet the revisions and the opportunity to
vote on whether the rewrite should be adopted. When
November’s election rolls around, vote in favor of Prop J.

September 2018 Minutes Summary
•

Neighbor Communications: discussion of a variance
for a rainwater collection tank at 2201 Stamford.

•

Transportation: Cap Metro has eliminated the long
time 21/22 Bus Route and replaced it with two
different Routes called 335 and 18. Neither covers
the stretch of Exposition between Westover and
Enfield. Cap Metro will make additional changes to
accommodate safety concerns near Casis Elementary.
The City of Austin is also planning to make changes
to parking, bike lanes, and sidewalks on Exposition.
Parking meters will be installed along SFA Drive near
the hike and bike trail.

•

•

Newsletter: The board discussed the content for the
Annual newsletter

•

ANC: City officials oppose prop J which is being
supported by ANC

•

Treasurer: George Edwards reported that WANG has
$6,401.62 in the Business Account, $437.41 in the
Tarrytown 4th of July Parade Account, and $1,207.52
in the Oak Wilt Account. The board discussed using
the money in the oak wilt account, which has not been
used in many years, to help defray the costs of the
newsletter.

•

The Annual Meeting will be held Oct 21, 2018 at the
Lions Municipal Golf Course clubhouse. Our speaker
will be a local arborist.

•

Eight ACL tickets made available to the Board have
been sold to raise money for WANG. Two additional
tickets will be raffled.

•
•

A new land development code is inevitable and
West Austin Neighborhood Group

Membership: We have added a $500 sustaining
member. October is when most memberships are up
for renewal,
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Westminster Manor is seeking a variance to expand
its parking lot.
Full minutes are available online at
westaustinng.com/neighborhood/minutes/

http://
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ZONING AND VARIANCE REQUESTS 2017-2018
This report contains the past year’s noticed
requests to the Board of Adjustment (BoA) for variances
from the City’s Land Development Code (LDC) and other
noticed land use change requests, such as zoning/rezoning,
Conditional Use Permits (CUPs) or resubdivision, that
after review and deliberation by the Board of Directors
(BoD) were voted on to be either opposed by WANG or
not opposed with/with out conditions.

Board of Adjustment
C15-2017-0053
2303 Quarry Road
Applicant: Jessica Ozmun 512-971-2694
Owner: B. Lee
The applicant has requested a variance from the LDC 25-2515 (Rear Yard of a Through Lot) to decrease the minimum
lot setback from 25 feet (required) to 16 feet (requested,
existing flatwork) in order to construct a detached garage,
screened porch and bath in an SF-3-NP zoning district.
The variance was granted conditioned on the WANG
request that the detached garage remain non-habitable.
C15-2017-0064
2515 Winsted Lane
Owner/Applicant: Robert Ettinger 512-478-4754

The applicant has requested a variance from Subchapter
F: Residential Design and Compatibility Standards
(McMansion), to increase the maximum allowable
floor to area ratio from 0.4 to 1.0 (required, permitted)
to 0.44 to 1.0 (requested) in order to add a 37 square
foot elevated hallway to connect the main portion of
the home to an existing detached air condition living
space previously built as an art studio located above a
garage in an SF-3-NP zoning district.
Upon revisions by the applicants, the WANG BoD
voted to not oppose the requested variance with the
understanding that the applicants intend to remove the
outside staircase to the upper garage habitable space
and that they will not, subsequent to the granting of the
requested variance, install an internal staircase within
the garage to access the upper level. It was also noted
by the WANG BoD that there appears to be no close by
neighbor opposition to the requested variance.
The variance was granted upon the conditions requested
by WANG.
There were no other public hearing predicated land use
requests that came before the WANG ExComm other
than requests for historic zoning.

The applicant has requested variance to § 25-2-492 (D)
(Site Development Regulations) to decrease the minimum
lot width from 50 feet (required) to 45.3 feet (requested for
lot 193) in order to complete an amended plat of the 2 lots
which will enable the current house to be located entirely
on lot 192 and a new single family home to be built on the
currently vacant lot 193 in an SF-3-NP zoning district.
NOTE: §25-1-22 (measurements) (C) of the LDC requires
that lot width be measured both at the front setback line
(57.47 in this case) and at a distance 50 feet to the rear of
the front setback line (45.3 feet in this case). A minimum
of 50 feet is required for each point on the lot.
This variance was not opposed and was granted. Both the
WANG BoD and the BoA noted that this variance would
create another legally buildable lot in the neighborhood.
C15-2018-0005
2605 W. 8th Street
Applicant/owner: Evan & Kristina Baehr (512) 994-6240
West Austin Neighborhood Group
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WHAT IS PROPOSITION K?
AND WHY SHOULD AUSTIN SUPPORT IT?

redirected to any other purposes such as public safety,
parks, transportation, holding the line on tax increases,
affordable housing, or homelessness.

By Michael Searle, Treasurer Yes on Prop K PAC

In addition to conducting a comprehensive budget
analysis, the efficiency audit looks for opportunities
to improve service delivery, consolidation of shared
services, technological solutions, revenue enhancements,
long-term debt restructuring, and maximizing use of city
facilities, among others.

Due to high property taxes and utility bills in
Austin and an increasing desire for governmental
transparency and accountability, residents of Austin
want to know that their money is being spent as
effectively as possible to deliver essential services at
needed levels. This summer more than 33,000 Austin
residents signed a petition, asking for the City to
undergo a third-party, independent efficiency audit.

Examples of Efficiency Audit Results in Other
Municipalities (although there are MANY MORE).

What is an efficiency audit? It is not a new idea,
but it is a good one. Similar to National Performance
Reviews implemented by the Clinton/Gore
administration in 1992, the Texas Performance Review
championed by Texas Comptroller John Sharp under
Governor Ann Richards, or the Grace Commission
led by former President Reagan, efficiency audits are
systematic reviews of expenditures and operations
which are also used by large corporate entities to
eliminate waste and inefficiency while renewing a
sense of responsibility in government spending.

Wyoming, $222.7 Million in annual savings

•

Detroit Public Schools, $53 Millionin annual savings.

•

Louisiana, 
$2.4 Billion in savings over 5 years
($480 Million annual savings)

To SUM it up, Proposition K is intended to :
Save Money by ensuring your tax dollars are being spent
wisely and effectively
Uncover waste, inefficiency, duplication and fraud.
Make History approving the first comprehensive
efficiency audit in Austin history.

1. The Austin efficiency audit (Prop K) has four major
components.

The ballot language could be far better worded
with a more precise and detailed description of what
the audit actually does. A vote for Prop K, the very last
item on the ballot, will provide the City Council and the
residents of Austin with a tool to assist in making the most
informed decisions ensuring our tax dollars are spent
effectively and those expenditures reflect the values of
our city.

2. It requires the audit be conducted by a third-party,
independent firm with great experience in these
audits.
3. It requires the audit be conducted on the entire
City enterprise, including all city departments such
as the General Fund Departments, Austin Energy,
Austin Water, Austin Transportation Department,
and so on.

Proposition K, as it will appear on the ballot:
“Without using the existing internal City Auditor or
existing independent external auditor, shall the City Code
be amended to require an efficiency study of the City’s
operational and fiscal performance performed by a thirdparty audit consultant, at an estimated cost of $1 million
- $5 million?”

4. It requires the firm be given unfettered access to the
information they need to conduct a thorough audit.
5. The audit ends with an “implementation plan”
which includes a list of recommendations and
associated tax savings, which the City Council will
have the sole authority to implement with input
from the public.

Please Vote Yes on Prop K

The savings generated as a result of
implementing the recommendations of the audit, which
will be in the hundreds of millions of dollars, could be
West Austin Neighborhood Group

•

Fore more information or to donate, go to w
ww.
VoteYesOnPropK.com
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Attention: West Austin, This Is
Your Wake Up Call! It’s Brack
Tract Time

or 40 feet in height. Other requirements under the
Development Agreement provide for a building
coverage limit of 50% of the parcel and a limit of
90% impervious cover. Meanwhile, the Deep Eddy
Tract has similar requirements allowing nearly 11,000
square feet of development though it allows for 80%
impervious cover. The 31,000 square foot Randall’s
grocery store reaches neither the FAR nor the height
limits in the Agreement while the 7-Eleven only
occupies approximately 3,000 square feet, again well
below the threshold.

By August Harris, Past President
On July 27th, the University of Texas issued
a Request for Proposals for Lease or Leases With or
Without Existing Improvements for two parcels of land
within the Brackenridge Tract. Those two are the 2.6
acre tract at Lake Austin Boulevard and Exposition
which is home to Randall’s referred to as the Safeway
Tract and the 0.6 acre tract across Norwalk where the
7-Eleven is and which is referred to as the Deep Eddy
Tract. That the existing leases to those two businesses
may be of legitimate concern to some, what should
be of paramount concern is what development might
take their place. The fate of these two sites and the
potential development plans that might be submitted
should be a shot across the bow to each of us for what
could transpire in the next two months (and beyond) in
regard to the whole Brackenridge Tract as a whole –
which includes Muny, WAYA and the lakeside parcels
that make up the rest of Colonel Brackenridge’s gift to
the University.

If we look to the current Land Development
Code (heaven forbid CodeNEXT) to understand what
could be done on this site were it not owned by the
University of Texas, both parcels likely would be zoned
“CS” or general commercial services, among the most
permissive zoning categories outside of Downtown
Austin. If we apply what is allowed under that zoning,
most notably, the Safeway Tract would be allowed a
maximum FAR of 2 to 1 or the equivalent of 230,000
square feet - approximately four times the development
now on the site. Now, there are additional constraints
such as compatibility setbacks that govern the
gradation of height adjacent to residential properties as
is the case here, as well as watershed restrictions that
further limit impervious cover that would subsequently
limit the effective FAR. However, it does suggest
that under our existing Land Development Code,
significantly more development could go on both the
Safeway and Deep Eddy Tracts. It is no accident
that the University’s RFP requires that the proposals
remain valid through December 31, 2019, perhaps
in anticipation of either substantive modifications to
Brackenridge Development Agreement or, our worst
case scenario, their expiration in May of 2019.

For our community, it is imperative that the
Brackenridge Development Agreement that guides
all development on the Tract be continued without
substantiative revisions. While this document has some
flaws that couldn’t be anticipated when this carefully
crafted compromise was put to paper, agreed to by the
University, the City of Austin and ultimately blessed
by the Legislature in 1989, it represents a thoughtful,
structured document that provides guidance for the
development of the land for non-University purposes.
To reopen wholesale negotiations could only result
in an inferior product, community infighting, costly
controversy and perhaps even litigation. One need
only look to the morass of the “Grove” as an example.
We have lived with the existing guidelines of the
Agreement for nearly thirty years fairly successfully
and its continuation should be considered a positive.

Many of the University’s goals, our
community’s objectives and West Austin’s concerns
can all be reasonably addressed within the existing
Agreement. If negotiations are reopened to increase
or otherwise alter entitlements on either of these two
sites, it could be a precursor to a cataclysmic fate that
awaits other parcels within the Brackenridge Tract. It
is time to pay attention.

Under
the
Brackenridge
Development
Agreement, the Safeway Tract is currently constrained
to a floor to area (FAR) ratio of 0.45 to 1.0. This means
that the total development can’t exceed approximately
52,000 square feet and can’t be taller than three stories
West Austin Neighborhood Group
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NEWS FROM MAYFIELD PARK 2018
Mayfield Park/Community Project
The Mayfield Council
September 2018

BRACKENRIDGE TRACT: What will happen on MAY 25, 2019?
By Mary Arnold
The Lions Club got a 25 year deal in 1924 and built the first public golf course in Austin.
The City of Austin took over the Lion’s lease in 1936, and got a 50 year deal - til 1987.
In 1972-73, UT Regents tried to cancel the lease, and got the city to make another deal, just to keep the lease until 1987.
(Deal = City pay to move and repave Red River near UT)
The deal in 1987 was not worked out until 1989, and another 30 years was secured, with lease payments totaling
$9,929,920, plus development approvals on the rest of the Brackenridge Tract, except the Field Lab.
In Feb. 2011, the UT Board of Regents voted to let the golf course lease expire at the end of its 30 yr. term, which is

May 25, 2019.

In 2009 a Texas Historical Marker was approved for Lions Muny for its early Desegregation (1951), and in 2016 Lions
was listed in the National Register of Historic Places, important for that early, quiet desegregation.

Here we are in 2018 — Will we finally get the green, historic golf course FOREVER this time????
Owned by the City of Austin , or a Conservancy, and NOT by UT??

What would it take to do that Deal?
1. Approval by Austin City Council as well as UT Board of Regents
2. Providing something that UT wants
3. Passage of Austin Park Bonds in November could help as Council voted some of those bonds could help pay UT
for the Lions Municipal Golf Course tract.
UT will still want some non-UT development approved for the rest of the Brackenridge Tract - particularly fronting
Lady Bird Lake. - How much?
AND ????

WHAT YOU CAN DO:
Support the Parks and Recreation Bonds, Proposition C
Contact the Austin City Council in support of preserving the historic green space called “MUNY”
Urge a “DEAL” - at least a partial one, by November 25 6 months before May 25, when the current lease could end.

West Austin Neighborhood Group
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We applied for and received a grant from
Preservation Austin to do repairs to the stairs leading
down to and the pathways inside the historic rose garden
area where the sundial is located. Thank you very much
Preservation Austin!

As always things have been busy inside the
walls at the Mayfield Cottage and Gardens. On Saturday
March 3rd we participated in the semi-annual “It’s My
Park Day” sponsored by our good friends at the Austin
Parks Foundation (APF). Using garden funds collected in
2017 at our annual Mayfield Trowel & Error fundraiser,
we purchased 10 cubic yards of second grind hardwood
mulch from Whittlesey Landscape Supplies and with
volunteers from the garden adopters’ group and University
of Texas Global Medical Training students, we beautified
the paths in the gardens in preparation for Trowel & Error
(T&E) 2018 held on April 7th. A big “Thank You!” to this
year’s sponsors of T&E 2018, Friends of the Parks Austin,
Friends of Reed Park, Barton Springs Nursery, West
Austin Neighborhood Group, McCarthy Print, The Natural
Gardener, the law firm of Scott, Douglass & McConnico,
and Austin’s Parks & Recreation Department; we had an
informative and well attended event, as usual. T&E 2019
will be on Saturday 6 April 2019!
As reported last year, in the spring of 2017 we
applied to the Austin Visitors and Convention Bureau
(AC&VB) for a Heritage Grant in order to incorporate
a wrought iron picket fence into the section of the rock
wall overlooking the creek as well as to do repairs to the
rock waterfall that circulates water in the hourglass pond.
We were subsequently granted $41,630 from AC&VB
(N.K.A.-Visit Austin!). Under the guidance of the City’s
Parks and Recreation Department (PARD) and the Historic
Preservation Office, we chose Allied Fence to work with
Brian Ash’s Historic Masonry group to install the fencing.
If you haven’t been to the park in a while I think you will
find it not at all intrusive. And the anxiety of seeing our
small visitors to the park standing on the wall and looking
down at the ravine below is now diminished.
Using another allocation from the Hotel Occupancy
Tax (HOT), PARD had the repairs completed to the
collapsed portions of the historic rock wall facing the
parking lot and W. 35th Street. An additional allocation
of HOT monies is being used to affect a much-needed
rehabilitation of the two auxiliary sheds. This rehabilitation
work is ongoing and should be completed by the end of
September. The sheds are looking very nice.

October, 2018

West Austin Neighborhood Group

Jeannie Ferrier and The Austin Pond Society
continue to do amazing work at Mayfield. As stated last
year, we are truly blown away by what this organization
has done to rehabilitate the flower ponds (you have noticed
the central ponds are in the stylized shape of a flower
haven’t you?).
Our current project is an emergency repair to the
stone arch leading into the gazebo space at the back of the
gardens. Due to deterioration of the mortar holding the
rock apart, it was determined that the arch is in imminent
danger of collapse and the area has been cordoned off.
The Mayfield Council, in coordination with PARD and
the City’s Historic Preservation Office, has privately
contracted with Brian Ash’s group to do the repair. Initial
estimates are in the 12 to 15 thousand-dollar range, and
we have the money but it will definitely deplete our funds.
This extraordinary expense aside, we continue to work on
implementing the long term historic Landscape Treatment
Plan and working with our private arborist on ongoing
maintenance of the tree canopy.
There are only limited funds and manpower that
PARD is able to allocate to a park, and it is through
volunteer efforts that allow Mayfield to truly shine. The
Mayfield Council wants to thank those who have given
their money, but especially those who have given their
time, to the preservation and maintenance of this true
gem in the City’s parks system. The Mayfield Cottage and
Grounds, a City of Austin historic landmark and a National
Registered District, would not be what it is today without
these volunteer efforts. For tax purposes, contributions
to the Mayfield Park/Community Project are channeled
through an IRS § 501(c)(3) entity (Austin Community
Foundation, MP/CP Fund) and can be sent to:
Mayfield Park/Community Project
c/o Blake Tollett
3701 Bonnie Road
Austin, Texas 78703
Austin Community Foundation
Mayfield Park/Community Project Fund
4315 Guadalupe Street
Austin, Texas 78751
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Cap Metro Redux

NEWS FROM MAYFIELD PARK 2018, cont. from page 7

We also have an endowment fund with the Austin
Community Foundation that we opened with an initial
donation of $20,000 from the Mayfield Council. Our goal
is a million dollars (maybe not in my lifetime) with the
long-range well being of the cottage and grounds in mind.

Keep us in mind and come visit the park. We are expecting
you.
Blake Tollett, Chair
Mayfield Council
3701 Bonnie Road 78703
512-477-4028
<Blake.tollett@earthlink.net>

On a final organizational note, our Karen Cannatti
has determined that now is the time for her to begin
stepping back from the organization. In the mid 1980s
Karen, Barbara Watt and Mary Kaiser determined that the
Mayfield Cottage and Gardens were worth preserving for
future generations, and they did this. We continue their
legacy going forward.

MAYFIELD
PARK
NEEDS YOU!

The Mayfield Council <Mayfieldpark.org>
Karen Cannatti
Rick Chance
Janice Brown
Tom Kidd
Tricia Ziegler
Barbara Watt
Sharon Lamb
Shawnee Merriman

Please consider donating!
We are in the process of implementing our historic
Landscape Treatment Plan, and we need your help.
Please consider donating to this important project and
thereby ensuring many more years of beauty for our
beloved park.
More information can be found at mayfieldpark.org

Contact Us
Blake Tollett
Chair, Mayfield Park/Community Project
512-477-4028 | blake.tollett@earthlink.net

Janice Brown
Mayfield Park Garden Committee
janicehillbrown@gmail.com

Save the Date
Saturday, April 6, 2019

TROWEL & ERROR
Annual Gardening
Symposium

mayfieldpark.org

West Austin Neighborhood Group
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If you have trouble with the “Exposition Pilot” or with
any other aspect of the Ride Austin interface, call 512474-1200 and or email customer.service@capmetro.
org.

by Cathy Kyle, President.
The Exposition 21/22 is no more. This loop
connected downtown, west Austin, and the University.
We used it to get to work, to the library, and to school.
But, citing dismal ridership, Cap Metro ended it last May,
opting for routes that it claims will run more frequently,
if leaving most of West Austin unserved.

In addition, some have voiced concerns about
the bus waiting at Casis during busy drop-off and pickup times. However, at a recent WANG Board Meeting,
Cap Metro representative Robert Gonzales assured us
that traffic engineers had confirmed that the waiting
bus did not impair sight lines for merging traffic along
Exposition in front of Casis Elementary.

In its place, Cap Metro offers Route 18, which runs
west from the Capitol complex along Enfield to Oyster’s
Landing to Exposition, and back to Enfield. Skirting the
north edge of Tarrytown, Cap Metro now runs Route
335 on 35th Street to Exposition to Westover to MoPac
and back to 35th Street. Route 335 essentially connects
Mueller and Camp Mabry along 38th and 35th Streets.
Both #18 and 335 intersect north-south high-frequency
routes 801 and 805. Route map To get downtown from
Tarrytown now requires a bus change. To get to Howson
Library, you’re better off walking.

At the September WANG board meeting, a
member suggested that the new #335 be re-routed to
continued south on Exposition to Windsor, and then
head east from there to MoPac to connect with 35th
Street. This alteration would remove the extensive stop
in front of Casis, eliminate driving along Westover (with
speed bumps and no bus stops), and add connectivity to
the library and Tarrytown Shopping Center. Cap Metro
is taking this suggestion under advisement.
Overall, eliminating Route 21/22 has made
using public transportation significantly more difficult
for the neighborhood. Essentially, riders now have to
change buses to get to most destinations, increasing
trip time and reducing convenience. The trade-off? Cap
Metro promises 15-minute frequency on many routes,
including #18 and #335. By the way, don’t look for any
return of #21/22. Gonzalez claims that ridership has
improved systemwide by 4-6% since the new map was
adopted.

CapMetro recognizes that this leaves a large swath
of Tarrytown unserved, and has designated that area as
an “Innovation Zone.” In partnership with Ride Austin,
Cap Metro allows you to hail a ride to the closest bus
stop, either at Enfield & Exposition or at Casis, and you
can then ride the bus to your destination, provided that
your address is within the Innovation Zone. This zone
generally covers the neighborhood between Reed Park
and Westenfield Park, south of Westover and north of
Enfield, west of MoPac. Innovation Zone map. The pilot
program also works in reverse, of course – Ride Austin
will pick you up at either stop and drive you home, within
the Innovation Zone. It helps to have a smartphone and
the Ride Austin app, but if not, you can call 512/369-6200
to arrange for a pick-up.
The Innovation Zone is a pilot project only, and
Cap Metro says that, if successful, similar programs
will be rolled out to other underserved areas of the city.
There have been some anecdotal complaints about the
Ride Austin interface. Mostly, riders say that they’ve
waited 15 minutes or more for Ride Austin to respond,
although this runs counter to Ride Austin’s typical
speedy response time. Cap Metro says that the average
RideAustin response time in the Exposition Area Pilot is
7 minutes, and that all but 2 riders were picked up in less
than 13 minutes. Regardless, the Ride Austin portion of
a simple trip downtown adds a third layer to the public
transportation scenario (Ride Austin + #335 + #801/805).
West Austin Neighborhood Group
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AUSTIN TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
P.O. Box 1088, Austin, TX 78767

Widow Spiders
August 30, 2018
To Stakeholder, Property Owner, or Resident:

Notification of Modification to Planned Street Improvements
Exposition Boulevard, between Enfield Road and Westover Road was recently resurfaced by the City of Austin Public
Works Department (PWD) to maintain the quality and integrity of the pavement. Since portions of Exposition Boulevard in
this area have high priority missing sidewalks as identified in the 2016 Sidewalk Plan (City Ordinance 20160614‐072), PWD
plans to fill in the sidewalk gaps in 2019. The street configuration in areas where the sidewalk is missing is going to be
modified to preserve space for new sidewalk construction. Based on community feedback, the proposed project has been
revised. You are receiving this notification because you rent and/or own property adjacent to planned changes along
Exposition Boulevard in Austin, Texas or are otherwise registered with the City as a stakeholder in the area.
Given the proximity to the West Austin Youth Association, Casis Elementary School, O’Henry Middle School, the Howson
Branch of the Austin Public Library, multiple churches, and several shopping centers, Exposition Boulevard provides one of
the most direct and well‐connected routes through Tarrytown. The gaps in the sidewalk on the west side of the street
present a potential barrier to anyone who walks or might want to walk along Exposition Boulevard. With Capital Metro’s
recent service changes, there is no longer transit service along Exposition Boulevard north of Enfield Road. Transit users
must now walk down to Enfield Road to access high‐frequency bus service. These reasons, along with Austin’s Complete
Streets Policy and Vision Zero Action Plan, initiated the planning of a sidewalk on the west side of Exposition Boulevard.
The current street space, utilities, trees, topography, and available right‐of‐way do not allow for the construction of a
sidewalk behind the curb along the west side of the street between Cherry Lane and Gilbert Street. In order to provide a
pedestrian path on the west side of the street, a modification of some kind must be made to the existing street
configuration. Based on concerns about the loss of street parking, the proposed design has been modified. On‐street
parking will remain between Cherry Lane and Gilbert Street as shown in Figure 1. Next year, the southbound bike lane
between Cherry Lane and Gilbert Street will be incorporated into a sidewalk‐level shared use path to serve people walking
and biking as shown in Figure 2. Shared lane markings will also be added to the southbound travel lane where the shared
use path is constructed, as faster and more confident riders may feel more comfortable staying in the street with vehicle
traffic.
Figure 1 – Interim (2018) Exposition Boulevard Cross Section

Figure 2 – Future (2019) Exposition Boulevard Cross Section

We believe these design changes address the feedback we received while still providing safe facilities for people to
choose driving, walking, biking, or transit to complete their trip. We anticipate the street markings on Exposition between
Cherry Lane and Gilbert Street will be completed in the coming weeks. If you have any questions or concerns about this
project, you may contact Sean Corcoran by email at Sean.Corcoran‐contractor@austintexas.gov or by phone at (512) 974‐
8727.
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By Wizzie Brown

There are four species of widow spiders found
in Texas, the best known being the black widow.
Coloration for widow spiders can vary dramatically,
but Southern black widows are typically jet black with
two reddish-orange triangles on the underside of the
abdomen, forming an hourglass shape. The triangles
sometimes do not touch each other creating a broken
hourglass shape. Males and juveniles are smaller and
often show more color, with bright markings on their
sides or back.
Females lay
eggs in an oval
sac which can
hold from 25 to
over 900 eggs.
Depending on
temperature and
time of year, eggs
usually hatch
after about 20
days. Spiderlings stay near the egg sac for several
days where they consume their brothers and sisters.
Survivors throw a thread of silk to the wind and are
carried off in a process called “ballooning”. They
eventually locate a sheltered spot where they build
a loosely woven web and remain for the rest of their
lives. As time progresses, widows build larger webs
to capture larger prey. Males eventually leave their
webs to find females for mating. In a natural setting,
most females do not eat males after mating.

or unused grills or BBQ pits. It is also possible to
find them in garages, cellars, crawl spaces, attics,
furniture, or electric or water meter boxes. Widows
are shy creatures and often people are bitten when they
accidentally disturb a web.
The bite of a black widow sometimes is not
noticed, but when it is, it often feels like a pin prick.
The bite location will have two red marks surrounded
by redness and swelling. The bite reaction is systemic
and intense pain usually occurs within 1-3 hours and
continues for up to 48 hours. Other symptoms include
tremors, nausea, vomiting, leg cramps, abdominal pain,
profuse perspiration and rise in blood pressure. It is also
possible for breathing difficulties and unconsciousness
to occur. If bitten by a black widow, immediately seek
medical attention.
When working around the house or in the yard,
it is best to wear leather gloves to avoid being bitten by
venomous arthropods.
For more information or help with identification,
contact Wizzie Brown, Texas AgriLife Extension
Service Program Specialist at 512.854.9600. Check out
my blog at www.urban-ipm.blogspot.com
This work is supported by Crops Protection
and Pest Management Competitive Grants Program
[grant no. 2017-70006-27188 /project accession no.
1013905] from the USDA National Institute of Food and
Agriculture.
The information given herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination
is intended and no endorsement by Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service or the
Texas A&M AgriLife Research is implied.
The Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service provides equal access in its programs,
activities, education and employment, without regard to race, color, sex, religion,
national origin, disability, age, genetic information, veteran status, sexual orientation or gender identity.

Widow
spiders do
not like
being in
the open.
They can
often be
found
outside in
protected
areas such as rainspouts, shrubbery, firewood piles
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JOIN US FOR THE WANG ANNUAL MEETING
OCTOBER 21, 2018
11 am-1 pm
Lions Municipal Golf Course Clubhouse
2901 Enfield Road

Local
Postal Customer

Annual Membership Levels:
Memberships run from November 1st to October 31st
Benefactor:

$ 250

Patron:

$ 100

Friend:
Name

Family:

Business Friend/Sustaining

HELP US INCREASE OUR

MEMBERSHIP!

Address

ASK YOUR NEIGHBORS TO JOIN !

The West Austin Neighborhood Group
Join us at the Annual Meeting October 21st , 2018

Phone

Date

ON LOCAL
ISTAY
preferINFORMED
to receive the newsletter
via:
TOPICS THAT EFFECT YOU!

E-Mail (code next…)Regular Mail
COME JOIN US AT OUR MONTHLY MEETINGS.
PROVIDE
YOUR INPUT ON
Email Address:
IMPORTANT NEIGHBORHOOD TOPICS.
Where:

Howson Branch Public Library

When:

FIRST TUESDAY of each Month

Time:

6:30 PM

Join on-line at WWW.WestAustinNG.com

Senior:

50
JOIN $$TODAY!
30
$ 15

Contributing Levels
Student:
$ 15
$30.00
Family
Business Friend:
$ 500
$15.00
Senior/Student
THANK YOU! to our Membership:
$50.00
Friend
Business Friend: Gazelle Foundation, Hill Country
Pools, Inc,
& The Boys’ School of Austin
$100.00
Patron
Benefactor
Level: John Terwillinger, Blake Tollett,
$250.00
Benefactor
Joseph & Amber Bennett,
$500.00
Sustaining
Patron Level: Lidia Agraz & Allen Peck; Cameron & Bo
Business
Friend
Duncan; Marcia
& George
Edwards; Catherine Kyle & Mark
$500.00
Nixon; Hans & Marion Mark; Jenna McEachern; Colleen &
Business
Sustaining
$1,000.00
Brad Theriot;
Susan Booth;
Reenie & Kent Collins; Michael
&
Lisa Green; Patrick Hatfield; Blakc Magee; Andrew & Connie
Mawer; Jessica & Andy Ruiz; Thomas Borders

Friend Level: Mary & William Arnold, Clair Breihan;
Michael Cannatti & Ann Phipps; Darlene & Robert Cross;
Shannin & Paul Cameron; Carla Kenyon; Holly Reed; Helen
Toevs Mohrmann; Margie & Vance Naumann; Jim & Lee
Anderson; Betty S. Bird; O.H. “Ike” Harris; Lisa Tsai; Dealey &
David Herndon, Francis & Robin Thompson

